[Multispectral image compression algorithms for color reproduction].
In order to improve multispectral images compression efficiency and further facilitate their storage and transmission for the application of color reproduction and so on, in which fields high color accuracy is desired, WF serial methods is proposed, and APWS_RA algorithm is designed. Then the WF_APWS_RA algorithm, which has advantages of low complexity, good illuminant stability and supporting consistent coior reproduction across devices, is presented. The conventional MSE based wavelet embedded coding principle is first studied. And then color perception distortion criterion and visual characteristic matrix W are proposed. Meanwhile, APWS_RA algorithm is formed by optimizing the. rate allocation strategy of APWS. Finally, combined above technologies, a new coding method named WF_APWS_RA is designed. Colorimetric error criterion is used in the algorithm and APWS_RA is applied on visual weighted multispectral image. In WF_APWS_RA, affinity propagation clustering is utilized to exploit spectral correlation of weighted image. Then two-dimensional wavelet transform is used to remove the spatial redundancy. Subsequently, error compensation mechanism and rate pre-allocation are combined to accomplish the embedded wavelet coding. Experimental results show that at the same bit rate, compared with classical coding algorithms, WF serial algorithms have better performance on color retention. APWS_RA preserves least spectral error and WF APWS_RA algorithm has obvious superiority on color accuracy.